
Planetary City of Light General Meeting Minutes
Feb 26th at 9am AZ

Announcements:

New Planetary City and Ocean Reserve of Light are being developed in Brazil …
details on when the activations are will be emailed to you

Activation: New Zealand PCOL—this Friday March 3rd—4:30 pm Arizona time

Channeling: There will be a channeling of the Arcturian, Juliano, by David K. Miller 
at the end of this meeting. Remember, you may send questions to me during the 
month and Juliano will answer them at this time.

Planetary City of Light Reports for the Month

Australia. Jane…Tree of Life sphere to each PCOL/PORL…Creative Committee in 
Australia suggests Jane as Country Coordinator go and visit each PCOL in Australia…
Mornington Penninsula PCOL Members…Gold Coast meditation 6 present—
meditation with feet in the water! ..Sydney were sent a meditation, huge rain, so 
meditated at 2pm in their own home; Dandenong energy working with aboriginal; 
Brisbane North, meeting inside because too hot!; Gros Valley new coordinator, 
Elizabeth Clark, because of ill health of previous coordinator; Canada-meet ups 
continue & web pages have been opened in Vancouver—easier to get participants 
than members. Perth-5 GOF members now!, Adelaide-no activity; New Zealand: 11 
coming to activation ceremony.

New Zealand PCOL—this Friday March 3rd—4:30 pm AZ activation

Argentina. Purvesh.

Brazil. Carla

Spain. Alvaro

German Speaking. Cosmin: Judith in Herisau, Switzerland, Cosmin participates 
with their regular. Other PCOL Karlstein & Aufkirchen looking into more members.

Romania: Constansa Mamaia and Black Sea—meet every 2 weeks. New projects 
taking place to care for the Black sea and the beach. New people coming to meetings

USA, Groom Creek, Arizona, David…Lakota Native American on March 5th coming 
to the tipi to work on activations, Navajo who built the tipi coming on another day 
and felt great healing; other GOF members have come also 



March 18th==Webinar: Galactic spirituality, Arcturian and Pleaidian perspective—
bring that energy back 

Next meeting: March 26th at 9am

1. Question: Juliano, may we please have a blessing & activation to strengthen & 
connect the PCOLs with representatives present at this PCOL meeting

2. Question: Juliano, could we please have more information on how to link our 
PCOL & PORL with the Tree Of Life?

Planetary Cities of Light Monthly Channeling
Feb 26th, 2017

Connecting the Tree of Life with Planetary Cities & Ocean Reserves of Light

Channeled by David K Miller
davidmiller@groupofforty.com

All rights reserved 
www.     groupofforty.com  

Q1
Greetings. I am Juliano. We are the Arcturians.

Let us meditate together on the energies of the Planetary Cities of Light. To the best 
of your ability, project yourself above the earth, in a position perhaps 50-60 miles 
away from the land of the earth, above the earth. A position where you can see the 
energy fields of all of the Cities and look around the earth and see special spiritual 
light, coming, rising up, from each Planetary City of Light that is represented here 
today.

As you look above the earth, you see this beautiful connection of fifth dimensional 
light with each Planetary City of Light. It is a beam of beautiful white light and now 
you beautifully see from this perspective how each Planetary City of Light is 
interconnecting. That is, that each Planetary City of Light has an energy field 
connection with other Planetary Cities of Light.

And from this perspective above the earth you see the links, the global connections, 
from the Planetary Cities of Light Project. And you send a strong connecting energy 
force to make this connection, these connections, between each of the Planetary 
Cities of Light stronger and stronger. So now we will go into mediation as you all, 



with me, hold this light connection between all the Planetary Cities of Light. We will 
go into silence.

(silence)

Send your arcan power to each City of Light making each City of Light stronger and 
more connected to other Cities of Light. See this blue energy of arcan power 
connecting to each City of Light.

(silence)  …Om

Let each Planetary City of Light be blessed with intense fifth dimensional energy and
light.  (silence) …and may the connected power between each City of Light be shared
so that the strength and growth from one area can transfer powerfully to each other 
area, to each Planetary City of Light and Ocean Reserve of Light. (silence) …You and 
I together are holding the energy field of light for all of these Planetary City and 
Ocean Reserves of Light.

I am Juliano. Good day.

Q2
Greetings. I am Juliano. We are the Arcturians.

We have designated the Tree of Life known as the Kabbalah Tree of Life into a new 
title called the Planetary Tree of Life.

There are several reasons why we have done this. The configuration of the spheres 
and the paths have a special healing power. This Tree of Life pattern exists 
throughout the galaxy. This Tree of Life system is the basis for planetary 
development and expanded consciousness throughout the Milky Way galaxy where 
you live.

How can we transfer higher light and higher knowledge into an improved third 
dimensional reality?

One answer lies in manifesting fifth dimensional energy spots or locations 
throughout the planet. We have designated the 12 etheric crystals and we have said 
that the 12 etheric crystals are representative of holding special light contained in 
the Tree of Life.

It is our belief that in order to bring down a fifth dimensional energy, you must have 
a receiver; you must have a vessel to hold the light. There are different ways of 
talking about vessels. Sometimes the vessel is pictured as a pitcher holding water. 
You want to store it; you want to save it. So, each of these spheres has a designation 
where a vessel was downloaded to hold the energy of that particular sphere.



You know we have talked many times about the 12 etheric crystals.
And how the many areas such as Gross Valley, such as Mt Fuji, have been designated 
and have been worked with by you, the Group of Forty and the star seeds, to hold 
the energies of Divine wisdom, divine compassion, divine judgment, divine 
knowledge, divine harmony and balance. So, each of these areas are represented by 
the 12 etheric crystals.

This in itself is a new development in working with the Tree of Life because the 
development of these 12 etheric crystals is set up for planetary healing energy. It is 
set up to receive and hold this higher energy and to communicate with each other. 
So, there have been many questions about the meridians and how the earth 
meridians can interact with each other. We have jokingly called this a by-pass 
system where we are setting up a new meridian system with the 12 crystals. 

The second part of this is that these 12 etheric crystals are representing the 12 
healing energies of the Tree of Life and they must have links to them just as 
meridians are linking energy systems. You have the kidney meridian, linking the 
kidney meridian throughout the body. You have the heart vessel meridian. You have 
the lung meridian. They are connecting energies. So, the systems don’t exist 
independently but rather the systems have to interact.

So, we came up with a second method which is to create links between the 12 
etheric crystals. The first step you have already accomplished, which was to 
download the 12 etheric crystals. The second is to create communication paths 
between each crystal.

So how is the energy of divine judgment going to communicate with the energy of 
divine compassion? Because we know from the Tree of Life that you cannot speak of
one energy without the other. They must be dealt with as pairs. Actually, in truth, 
they must be dealt with as triangles, as triads. We suggest now that you assign 22 
Planetary Cities of Light because there are approximately 22 paths. We would have 
to look at the number again because there was a new addition added. Generally, we 
are talking about the 22 paths and each Planetary Cities of Light is assigned a path. 
Now this path-work, these path ideas, have been explored on an individual basis 
through the Tarot cards. If you would take the Tarot cards, you would find that there
are 22 major Archana or 22 major cards that represent the key path to 
enlightenment. If you as an adept are wanting to go to enlightenment, you have 
before you 22 cards that delineate different systems, different energies that you 
must work through.

They have done this with some success. In fact, the original Tree of Life did not 
include the 22 major arcan from the Tarot cards but it was later added. Even today 
in the teachings of the Tree of Life, the path work is the most complex and most 
mysterious part of the Tree of Life, yet it is so important.

Now we are saying, let us now develop a path toward planetary ascension.



Let us develop a path toward planetary enlightenment. We have the 12 etheric 
crystals as the basis of the spheres, so we need to add 22 Planetary Cities of Light to 
volunteer to teach each path. When I say “to teach each path”, (I mean they) teach 
themselves first. How can, for example, compassion and judgment be linked? So, if 
you as a Planetary City of Light agree to be responsible for following, teaching and 
holding the path-work energy, then you will begin to investigate: 

What does it mean to be a link between 2 spheres? 
What is it teaching us?
What lessons do we have to learn? 
What lessons does the earth have to learn in order to bring to fruition, to 

general knowledge the teaching, the energy from that path?

It is called “path-work”. In the Kabbalah Tree of Life there are 32 paths because each
sphere is a path. But remember I have already pointed out, we have already 
designated the 12 spheres. We have done this in a way to geographically locate each 
one because we are trying to embed these ideas in the energy field of the earth.

Now we are going to the second phase: The Path-work of designating individual, 
geographical Planetary Cities of Light as teaching and holding the path energy work. 

So, this is the theme. This is the energy. This is the task.

And I think now that the Group of Forty is in a better place to understand this. Look, 
you are working towards teaching and promoting the enlightenment of the earth, 
the ascension of the earth, the bringing of the earth to the next stage. You have done 
a great job in holding the energy of the etheric crystals and now we can move 
towards the path-work. And I give you total creative power to choose which 
Planetary Cities of Light would want to be which path. Let your committee review 
and choose and approve that. It does not have to be that complicated.

Even if you do not understand the path, say you do not understand what the path-
work is between making a connection between compassion and justice and how that
works in the planetary healing.

Don’t worry if you don’t understand it. Then this is the task for you as a group, as a 
Planetary City of Light group to work towards. You will be learning, so you do not 
have to have the answers. You just have to have the desire to study and work with 
that path. Each path is central to the planetary development. I mean we could take 
any earth problem, contamination. And say for example, how do you balance 
contamination, pollution? How do you balance the refugee crisis? How do you 
balance that with justice, strictness versus compassion? 

What knowledge do you have to have about the galaxy to bring this planet into 
alignment?

How do you protect this planet from asteroids? How do you protect this planet from 



earth changes that are going to potentially destroy the biosphere, as you know it?
These are things that are contained in the planetary path-work which I am 
recommending to you: that you choose 22 Planetary Cities of Light and work with 
each path.

I am Juliano. Good Day.


